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How many decades have you invested in building your firm’s image? Reopening in the New Now can
enhance ... or ruin that irreplaceable commodity. In an era which has seen the birth of an entirely new

article of wearing apparel, inferior, ineffective, and unsightly examples abound. It need not be so.

A ppearance is the criterion by which you are judged before speaking a
single word. The widely available “surgical” masks serve no purpose

beyond marginally complying with recently promulgated rules. A pleated piece
of polyester paper with two cheap elastic ear-loops. Frankly, they are just ugly.
One minuscule step up the ladder will get you the blow-molded 3M plastic
mask. If I wanted to look like a baboon ... 

There is an alternative. One which shows that
you take pride in your image. That you care

about the appearance, safety, and comfort of your
people. That quality in all situations is paramount.

Safety in these pandemic times is at the forefront of your concerns. How can I
be so sure? Are you living in your City home or any epicenter of the U.S.

outbreak? I venture not. But at some point in the future you will be. Physical
locations cannot and will not remain abandoned forever. In the forward-thinking
manner for which you are known, broad spectrum scenario anticipation is your
hallmark. It is simply how you are built. 

Reopening poses multi-dimensional challenges. It also offers the
opportunity to lead. The time is now to prepare. Will your debut

look like a Red Robin television commercial? Giddy employees in
pleated polyester paper masks singing “Yummm”? Or will your
visitors be impressed with your planning, confident in your
resourcefulness, eagerly anticipating what you bring to the table?

Be aware that in many states organizations are required to
provide face masks for their employees at no charge. Call or e-

mail today to discuss your  individual needs.

L et’s explore the nuts and bolts of quality face masks:
Appearance, Safety & Health, Comfort, Economy, and Quality.
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Safety: The Overarching Criterion

Our masks are constructed of four layers. 

You select the exterior layer to coordinate with your corporate
image. Created of pure Swiss cotton from Alumo, it is available
in dozens of colors and hundreds of patterns. 

What matters insofar as safety & health is what is hidden inside
and the layer which touches the skin. Inside are two layers of
particle filter fabric permanently adhered to each of the exterior
and skin-touching shell fabrics.

The inward-facing fabric which rests against the face is a super-
soft, non irritating pure Swiss cotton twill fabric.
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Health & Comfort: Safety’s Companion

A large percentage of the population is allergic to polyester.
Wearing a synthetic ear-loop mask for long periods will certainly
cause, at best, extensive skin discomfort and severe irritation
behind the ears. Continual contact of this type can lead to
rashes, sores, pimples, and other types of skin trauma.

By contrast, our mask’s skin-facing component is created of the
softest pure Swiss cotton twill. Cotton is completely non-irritating
and the high-body twill is incredibly soft against the face skin.

Our elastics, available in black and white, go around the rear of
the head and neck rather than looping around the extremely
sensitive rear side of the ears. If desired, the elastic can be
encased in a color-matched cotton covering at an additional cost.

Finally, the elastics are adjustable allowing a proper and comfortable fit no matter the size of the wearer.

Economy: Disposable vs. Reuseable

Disposable surgical masks abound. They cost about a buck. The instructions specify that they should be worn
for a maximum of four hours before disposal.

Our masks are completely washable, reuseable forever, and can be worn for as long as necessary with no ill
effects or harm to the skin.

The economics are simple: 

An average five-day, eight hour staff member will need 42 disposable masks per month. For the period from
Labor Day to New Year’s that will cost you $160. 

Our reuseable masks, depending upon the quantity you order and the cost of your selected options, will cost
you between $45 and $85 each. Once.

It isn’t rocket science.
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Quality: It’s What We Do

When we began producing face masks for local
medical personnel and essential workers in
March, we determined to create only the best. 

Using the design and construction expertise of
more than a half-century of bespoke tailoring
enabled us to incorporate a host of improvements
in a desperately short time frame. 

We have achieved the optimal result. Safe,
comfortable, attractive, and completely reuseable,
with optional refinements tailored to the specific
needs of each end-user.

Smooth Cap Rivets Enhance the Super-Soft Cotton Interior

Staff Member Numbering Available as required

HandMade Riveted Aluminum Nose Bridge

Ideal Facial Profile for Peerless

Nose, Chin, and Cheek Comfort

Adjustable Elastics for Optimal Fit

Triple-Stitched Seams for Durability Delivered Sani-Sealed for User Safety
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Concepts and Options

Building Staff - Simple Lettering up to 10 Characters

Store Staff - Two-Line Lettering up to 20 Characters

Firm Management - Initial CAPS up to 8 Characters

Corporate Logo - Priced On Request
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Certifiable “Doctor’s” Mask - Volume Orders not Available

Dual Corporate-Colors Mask without Lettering

Firm Name - Two-Line Lettering up to 20 Characters

Individual masks can be ordered at: https://CustomShirt1.com/products/full-coverage-face-mask
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Pricing and Options

Per Mask Pricing: Basic Size-Adjustable Face Mask
10 (minimum order).......................................................... $70
11-20 ................................................................................. $63
21-30 ................................................................................. $60
31-50 ................................................................................. $55
51-75 ................................................................................. $50
76-up.................................................................................. $45
10 Character Lettering or 8 Initial Caps, per mask
10 (minimum order).......................................................... $18
11-30 ................................................................................. $12
31-50.................................................................................... $9
51-75.................................................................................... $7
76-up .................................................................................... $5

Two-Line 20 Character Lettering, per mask
10 (minimum order).......................................................... $25
11-30 ................................................................................. $18
31-50 ................................................................................. $14
51-75 ................................................................................. $10
76-up .................................................................................... $7
Dual Color Mask
Any Quantity, add’l per mask.............................................. $2
Matching Cotton Encased Elastic
Any Quantity, add’l per mask.............................................. $5
Corporate Logo Embroidery
Digitizing Setup Charge .................................................. $350
Per Mask Charge .......................................Priced on Request
Delivery time: 10-50 mask orders can be delivered within one week on a
first-come, first-served basis. Larger quantity delivery time is specified at
the time of the order. Payment: 50% Deposit; 50% On Delivery.

In many jurisdictions organizations must provide masks for their employees at no charge.
Call or e-mail today to discuss your needs.

Two Color Masks in Production                               Staff Masks Ready to Sani-Seal and Ship
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